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“TRIALS” AND TRIBULATIONS  

No Electronic Devices are Permitted in the Playing Area. 

This applies to players AND kibitzers. 

Severe penalties will be assessed for violation of this rule. 

Please turn off all cell phones and check them at the door. 

The USBF reserves the right to wand anyone entering the playing field. 

How do you make the number one disappear? You add a 
G and it’s Gone! 
 

Alexa, Give me the winning lottery numbers! 
 

There’s a difference between GEEK and NERD! 
Geek: May the force be with you.  

Nerd: May the force be equal to the mass multiplied by 
acceleration! 

 

 

It is perplexing that four 
pairs missed this grand 
slam!  
 

There are 13 tricks for the 
taking in three strains with-
out a finesse. 
 

The diamond grand is 
strange too since the only 
obstacles to taking 13 tricks 
could be a club ruff and 
holding 10 clubs  makes 
that a real possibility or 
diamonds behaving badly! 
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ROUND ROBIN (EACH TEAM SITS OUT ONE MATCH) 

DAY DATE TIME BOARDS 

FRIDAY 
  
  
  

MAY 19 
 
  
    

10:00 - 11:30 
11:45 - 1:15 
  
2:30 - 3:45 
4:00 - 5:15 

MATCH 1 - BOARDS 1-10 
MATCH 2 - BOARDS 11-20 
75 MINUTE  LUNCH BREAK 
MATCH 3 -BOARDS 21-30 
MATCH 4 - BOARDS 31-40 

SATURDAY 
  

 MAY 20 10:00 - 11:15 
11:30 - 12:45 
2:00 - 3:15 
3:30 - 4:45 
5:00 - 6:15 

MATCH 5 - BOARDS 41-50 
MATCH 6 - BOARDS 51-60 
75 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK 
MATCH 7 - BOARDS 61-70 
MATCH 8 - BOARDS 71-80 
MATCH 9 - BOARDS 81-90 

USA1 SEMIFINAL & USA2 STAGE 1 

SUNDAY 
  

MAY 21 
  
  

10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 1  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 2  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 3  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 4  BOARDS 46-60 

MONDAY MAY 22 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 5  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 6  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 7  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 8  BOARDS 46-60 

 USA1 FINAL & USA2 QUARTERFINAL 

TUESDAY MAY 23 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 1  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 2  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 3  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 4  BOARDS 46-60 

WEDNESDAY MAY 24 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 

SEGMENT 5  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 6  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 

 USA1 FINAL & USA2 SEMIFINAL 

WEDNESDAY MAY 24 3:30 - 5:30 
  
5:45 - 7:45 

USA1 SEGMENT 7 BOARDS 31-45 
USA2 SEGMENT 1 BOARDS 1-15 
USA1 SEGMENT 8  BOARDS 46-60| 
USA2 SEGMENT 2 BOARDS 16-30 

 USA2 SEMI FINAL 

THURSDAY MAY 25 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 3  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 4  BOARDS 46-60 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 5  BOARDS 61-75 
SEGMENT 6  BOARDS 76-90 

 USA2 FINAL 

FRIDAY MAY 26 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 1  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 2  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 3  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 4  BOARDS 46-60 

SATURDAY MAY 27 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 5  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 6  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 7  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 8  BOARDS 46-60 

 

Senior Team Tournament Schedule 

USA1 SEMIFINAL 

SATURDAY MAY 20 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 1  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 2  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 3  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 4  BOARDS 46-60 

SUNDAY MAY 21 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 5  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 6  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 7  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 8  BOARDS 46-60 

USA1 FINAL & USA2 SEMIFINAL 

MONDAY MAY 22 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 1  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 2  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 3  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 4  BOARDS 46-60 

 
TUESDAY 

 
MAY 23 

10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 5  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 6  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 7  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 8  BOARDS 46-60 

USA2 FINAL 

WEDNESDAY MAY 24 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 1 BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 2  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 3  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 4  BOARDS 46-60 

THURSDAY MAY 25 10:00 - 12:00 
12:15 - 2:15 
 
3:30 - 5:30 
5:45 - 7:45 

SEGMENT 5  BOARDS 1-15 
SEGMENT 6  BOARDS 16-30 
75  MINUTE  BREAK 
SEGMENT 7  BOARDS 31-45 
SEGMENT 8  BOARDS 46-60 

 

Beth Palmer Women’s Schedule 



Kibitzing: THERE WILL BE DEFERRED KIBITZING FOR ALL OF THE 2023 USBCS ON LOVEBRIDGE 

You can follow the USBC on the https://vugraph.lovebridge.com/ website. When available, voice 
commentary may be accessed by clicking on the TV screen icon. If there is no sound, you must unmute.  
 

KIBITZING SCHEDULE (EDT) 
Day One… Note later starting time: 
Segment 1: 12:30 pm 
Segment 2:  3:00 pm 
Segment 3: 6:30 pm 
Segment 4: 8:45 pm 
 

For all other days of the Open USBC, kibitzing times will be : 
Segment 1: 11:30 am 
Segment 2:  1:45 pm 
BREAK 
Segment 3: 5:00 pm 
Segment 4: 7:15 pm 
 

Nail biting! 
Do you want to be deeply involved? Choose the “Match view” at the starting page of your event. Your 
screen will be divided into four small screens – two of them showing the two tables of the match you 
choose, the other two having the scoresheet for your match and the current scores of the other 
matches. In the 2x2 view you can also personalize the content in all your windows. (The 2x2 view is not 
available on mobiles.) 
Think together! 
When watching a table, click on a name and choose “Kibitz”. Instead of seeing all 4 hands, you will see 
what the player sees, and you can decide what you would do and see whether your chosen player 
agrees. 
More Information: 
Be well informed and tell your friends: while following the play, you can click many items. The image of 
the sticker with the number of the board (upper right) takes you to the results of the board, in the 
bottom right corner the arrow takes you to the scoresheet, DDS shows the double dummy analyses, 
beside that there is a button for the other table of the same match, at the top left corner you can see 
the bidding with alerts and the explanations (mouse over), the tricks already played, and the double 
dummy analysis for the available number of tricks with the par score. 
Navigation icons: 
While surfing here and there in the vugraph, or amongst the archive sessions, there are icons to help 
you. You can go back to the main page with the “house” or to the standings with the “scores”. If you 
cannot see the icons, move your mouse, or touch your screen and they pop up immediately. There is 
also a built-in back button because the back button of your browser will always take you to the starting 
page. If this is not what you wanted, push next in your browser and you can continue where you were. 
Replay: 
After the event you can find every board from every table easily. While replaying the hands, the only 
surprise can be the way “next board” button works. If you have arrived from a scoresheet, it navigates 
through the scoresheet. If you have arrived from a screen where the results were shown for a given 
board, the same buttons move you through the list. Push every button and enjoy! 
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The  

Commentators 

Know their 
stuff… 

Like when to 
pitch 

And when to 
ruff. 

 

Soon I’ll be  

An expert too. 

My favorite show 

Is called “The 
Vu!” 

SENIOR KIBITZING SCHEDULE (EDT) 

Kibitzing times on Friday will be: 
Match 1: 11:30 am EDT 
Match 2:  1:15 pm EDT 
Match 3: 4:00 pm EDT 
Match 4: 5:30 pm EDT 
On Saturday times will be: 
Match 5: 11:30 am EDT 
Match 6:  1:05 pm EDT 
Match 7: 2:35 pm EDT 
Match 8: 5:10 pm EDT 
Match 9: 6:45 pm EDT 

 
After Saturday, the Seniors’ times will match the 
Women’s as follows: 
  

Segment 1: 11:30 am EDT 
Segment 2: 1:45 pm ET 
Segment 3: 5:00 pm ET 
Segment 4: 7:15 pm ET 
 
Note: The Women’s starts Satur-
day and their times will be as 
above throughout. 
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VACCINATION REQUIRED: 
 

All players in the 2023 USBC’s MUST be vaccinated against CoVid19. 

 

Players must submit proof of vaccination to the USBF Secretary (Jan Martel) before play commences in the event.  

 

 

 
2023 USBCs Hospitality  

While the Covid situation has improved, it is still out there. To keep our players and staff safe, we want to 
keep the number of people in the suite to a minimum at any one time. Our wonderful hostesses, Maya 
Alela and Marie-France Benoit will host you in our usual Room 2321. Grab and go breakfast and lunch will 
be available each day except on the first Monday and Tuesday when lunch will be served buffet-style in 
the hotel restaurant. 

Breakfast: From 8-10 am. There will be individually packaged cereal, fruit, hard boiled eggs, bagels, with 
some hot options. There will be individual butter, jam, peanut butter, and cream cheese, as well as 
condiment packages. Maya & Marie-France will be making coffee and will have individual packages of 
sugar, sweetener, and dairy & non-dairy creamers. For those of you who prefer Keurig coffee, that will 
also be available. We ask that you come to the suite, pick up a large to go container and put the smaller 
packages in that container to take with you. Then, as quickly as you can, go someplace else to eat. Masks 
that cover your nose & mouth must be worn in the Hospitality Suite at all times. There will be a hand 
sanitizer station near the door and we encourage you to sanitize your hands before selecting your food. 

Lunch: Monday, from 2:30-5:00 and Tuesday from 2:00-4:30 (as mentioned above) there will be a buffet 
lunch in the hotel restaurant. You will need to show a convention card or SSF to prove you're with the 
bridge tournament. Please tell the hotel staff if you see someone who isn't one of us, since we are paying 
for the lunches. 

From Wednesday on, lunch will be available in the hospitality suite from 2-4 pm (the first half of play each 
day ends at 2:35; we encourage those of you who are sitting out the 2nd quarter to go early). There will 
be a main dish (sandwiches, chicken, main dish salads, pizza) as well as tuna salad, green salad, cheese, 
fruit, and berries. Also, all the individual packages of add-ons we have for breakfast plus water and soft 
drinks will be available in refrigerators. 

Let us know what you want: If you have specific needs or prohibitions (allergies?), please let Maya or 
Marie-France know and they will do their very best to provide food that meets your needs. 

Playing Rooms & Player's Break Room 

We will have bottled water in the playing rooms and if there is a refrigerator in a playing room we'll stock 
it with soft drinks. 

We will also have bottled water in the Player's Break Room (1321), as well as soft drinks, Nespresso, some 
packaged snacks, and some fruit. We are working in that room and would appreciate it if you try to keep 
voices low.  

Masks will be required in playing rooms only if your screenmate asks you to wear one. You do not have 
to put on a mask when you summon a director or ask someone to bring you coffee or water or escort you 
outside to smoke. 

 

Marie-France 

Although the Covid situation has improved, it is still out there. To keep our players and staff safe, we 
want to keep the number of people in the suite to a minimum at any one time. Our wonderful hostesses, 
Maya Alela and Marie-France Benoit will host you in our usual suite (Room 2321). Grab and go breakfast 
and lunch each day, except that on the first Monday and Tuesday, when lunch will be available in the 
Copper, Sage, and Maize meeting rooms off the corridor running from the hotel’s front door to the back 
door. 

Seniors and Women’s: On Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, breakfast will be in the hospitality suite, but 
lunch will be in the Slate Room at the front of the hotel.  

The hotel will be doing what they do best, salads and on Sunday house made chips. We will be provid-
ing the main courses from local restaurants. On Friday, lunch will be from 1:00-3:30; on Saturday and 
Sunday, lunch will be from 2:00-4:00. From Monday on, lunch will be in the hospitality suite from a lit-
tle before 2:00-4:00. 

 

There will be a main dish (sandwiches, chicken, main dish salads, pizza) as well as tuna salad, green 
salad, cheese, fruit and berries. Also, all the individual packages of add-ons we have for breakfast plus 
water and soft drinks will be available in refrigerators. 

 

Let us know what you want: If you have specific needs or prohibition, please let Maya or Marie-
France know and they will do their very best to provide food that meets your needs. 

 

Your hostesses would appreciate it if you would mask-up when in the hos-
pitality area especially when crowded. Thank you!! 

 

More on Hospitality and Regulations... 



 

Sudoku 1 

Sudoku 2 
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Ed. Note:  With delayed broadcasting, it is 
especially challenging to watch every hand 
for write ups. If anyone has a hand of particu-
lar interest, please send me the board num-
ber & match and I will review it. Email to 
stansubeck@prodigy.net. 
Thank you. 
Suzi 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

. 
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The Bermuda Bowl, Venice Cup, d’Orsi Senior Bowl and the Wuhan Cup are for national teams, respectively 
Open, Women, Seniors and Mixed, representing their countries, qualified from the 8 WBF Zonal Conferences. 

The World Transnational Open Teams is open, without any qualification, to all teams, national or transna-
tional, which want to participate, accordingly to the conditions of contest. 

The World Bridge Teams Championships, the oldest WBF Championship, grew out of private initiatives prin-
cipally by the late Norman Bach. The first world championship for the Bermuda Bowl was held in 1950, in Ber-
muda, 8 years before the World Bridge Federation itself was formed. After the first event of the series, the 
Bermuda Bowl developed into a regular challenge match between the USA and the winners of the European 
Championship, but in 1957 the contest widened to included teams representing other zones of the WBF. 

 

In 1974, in Venice, Italy, a new event was launched, the Venice Cup. It started as a challenge match between 
women’s teams from the USA and Italy (Europe ‘s representative) and today it is the equivalent of Bermuda 
Bowl for women, organized under the same laws and format. 

 

A third series, the Senior Bowl, for senior players was added in 2001. Ernesto d’Orsi, Past President of the 
WBF and a member of the WBF Committee of Honor and the WBF Executive Council, presented the d’Orsi 
Seniors Trophy for the winners of this Championship at the World Teams Championships held in Brazil in 
2009. 

 

In March 2018 in Philadelphia the Executive Council added a fourth series for Mixed Teams starting from 
2019 in Wuhan, China. This new event was named after the City of Wuhan which presented the prestigious 
trophy and provided, and will provide for the future editions, replicas for the winners. 
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A-Pun, A-Two, A-
Three! 
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Michael rented his cabin in the mountains to five couples 
over the course of the summer months. Each couple 
stayed at least a week; some stayed as long as three 
weeks. By coincidence, this year each of the couples cele-
brated their anniversary during their stay and each cou-
ple had a passion for a different recreational activity. De-
termine each couple’s full name, how long they stayed, 
what each couples’ favorite recreational activity was, and 
how many years of marriage each couple celebrated on 
their anniversary.  
1. Martha Jones stayed one week less than the couple 

who enjoyed nature photography. Wanda didn’t like 
rock climbing. Barbara loved fishing and was married 
six years less than Mr. and Mrs. Bates.  

2. The two couples who stayed for two weeks were the 
couple celebrating their 10th wedding anniversary 
and the Parnells. The couple who had been married 
for 12 years didn’t like hiking, but they stayed at the 

cabin longer than the Stewart and his wife did.  
3. Edward wasn’t married to Martha, but he did enjoy 

bird watching. Tom and his wife Nancy had been 
married six years longer than the Robinsons.  

4. The couple who enjoyed rock climbing were cele-
brating an anniversary four years longer than John’s 
anniversary, but two years shorter than the couple 
whose last name was Bates.  

5. Barbara and her husband stayed at the cabin for 
three weeks, but they were not the couple who had 
been married for 6 years. Mr. and Mrs. Smith stayed 
for one week, but rock climbing wasn’t their favorite 
activity.  

6. Stewart was celebrating his 8th anniversary but Deb-
orah wasn’t his wife. Michael and his wife, who was-
n’t Deborah, loved nature photography. The couple 
who enjoyed hiking celebrated their 10th anniver-
sary.  

Answer on Page 13 

Bottom of Page 
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Pam Wittes, a resident of Venice, Calif., won 
her eighth national bridge title at the 2018 
Fall North American Bridge Championships, 
which concluded in Honolulu, Hawaii on Dec. 
2. The tournament was organized by the 
ACBL.  
 
Wittes was a member of the team that suc-
cessfully defended its title in the Marsha May 
Sternberg Women’s Board-a-Match event, 
which is contested annually during the fall 
tournament and consists of two qualifying 
and two final sessions and is restricted to fe-
male players. The 2018 event marks the final 
time the team competition will be held. 
 
“When we discovered we had won we were 
floating on air,” Wittes said. “There were a 
couple of really good hands against our top 
competition; getting those right was the rea-
son for our win.” 
 
The ACBL has 14 masterpoint rank titles from 
Rookie to Grand Life Master, which requires 
10,000 masterpoints and a NABC victory. Wit-
tes is a Grand Life Master with more than 
13,000 masterpoints. 
 
The above is excerpted from the Santa 
Monica Daily Paper.  

This was originally published in the 
New York Times on June 16, 1992.  

Bjerkan, Kamenova, Pollack, Wittes 
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USBF Supporting Membership 
 

If you don’t want to play in the USBF Championships that choose teams 
to represent the USA in the World Bridge Federation Championships, but 
do want to aid our events, a Supporting Membership can be the perfect way for you to be 
involved.  

 

A Supporting Membership is $25 for one year ($75 for 3 years) and your donation will be 
used to cover inevitable expenses: attorney fees, accounting fees, website support services, 
tournament directors, insurance, WBF dues, and vugraph operators.   

 

The USBF is an all-volunteer organization.  

 

Our meetings are by conference call and at NABCS. Board members and the organization’s 
officers are not compensated for meetings, travel, or hotel expenses. 
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Sam Punch is an amazingly 
hard worker and a wonder-
ful promoter of our game! 
She has worked wonders in 
the last several years orga-
nizing and heading BAMSA. 
We support her wonderful 
work and hope you support 
it too!   
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Also, grab a Chicago NABC Convention Card Sticker from the table in the Break Room where the newsletters are.  

 

 

 

Once again this year, we've been able to persuade Ela, 
the wonderful massage therapist we've had in the past, 
to come to the Hyatt to help us unwind. Ela is flexible, 
but since she has a fairly long commute, she would pre-
fer that we try to have 3 or 4 people in a row, which is 
why I am asking you to let me know in advance if you 
think you will want a massage on a specific day and in a 
specific time frame. If we all cooperate on this, I can set 
things up in advance.  
 

Of course if you don't know now when you'll be sitting 
out or how much you will want a massage, you can talk 
to me in room 1321 when you’re ready and I'll try to ac-
comodate you. People who let me know in advance will 
get priority! 
 

I will consult Ela as to what her fees are. I'll have her set 
up a table in my room (5117) and will give her a key to 
the room so she can access it. 

 

 

If A is for apple and B is for banana, then what is C for? 

Plastic Explosives! 

 

I read yesterday that people eat more bananas than 
monkeys… 

No surprise there! I can’t remember ever eat-
ing a monkey! 
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David Caprera wrote on 
Friday night to inquire 
about the mathematics of 
this Board 31. 
 
Craig Gardner and George 
Jacobs were the only pair 
to play in 6S. 
 
Larry Cohen led the H8. 
Gardner won the ace in 
dummy while Berkowitz 
followed with the H9. 
 

Given declarer’s club hold-
ing, it is clear that he 
needs to engineer an end-
play to avoid two club los-
ers.  
 

Gardner played the DA and trumped a diamond with the EIGHT! He led a heart and trumped in dummy. He trumped 
another diamond with the S9. He cashed the SA and led the S2 to dummy’s five. He trumped a diamond to produce this 
five card end position: 

 
Gardner cashed the CA and led a club hoping to endplay one or the other of 
his opponents. 
 
Caprera wrote and questioned whether this play of the club suit was best or if 
leading a low club toward the jack would be a significant improvement?? 
 
We took out the slide rule: Gardner’s play will win in an estimated 14 out of 
64 possible lies of the club cards… 22% of the time. (This assumes that West 
will unblock a doubleton spade honor when possible…) 
 
The quick math on leading toward the Jxx is that West will hold the king and 
queen of clubs 25% of the time. In addition, this play works when West holds 
the singleton king or singleton queen or East holds king/queen doubleton, 

singleton king or singleton queen. These additional cases make the play of low toward the jack about 33%... 21 cases 
out of 64. For the nitpickers, if West holds the singleton ten and declarer has his guessing shoes on, he will also make by 
leading low toward the jack. 
 
Based on the side suit plays, it looks very much like both East and West hands are 1-5-4-3 in which case, only low to-
ward the Jxx will work. 
 
So yes, David, you are right… the alternative play is much better and had Craig taken that play, Reynolds would have 
won 13 rather losing 13 on this board!! 
 
At the only other table where 6S was bid by Paul and Linda Lewis, Becker/Kranyak took the 1100 sacrifice in 7H! 
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Only one declarer of the 
four in 5C was success-
ful. That was Jim Kre-
korian playing in the 
Goodman/Reynolds 
match. 
 
South led the SQ to 
North’s ace. North ex-
ited with a spade. Kre-
korian led the D9 to the 
ace and played the H9 
from dummy. North 
played low and Kre-
korian floated the nine 
to South’s queen. 
 
South played the DJ and 
Krekorian ruffed. 
 
Krekorian cashed the 
HA and trumped a heart 
in dummy. He trumped 
a diamond in hand and 
played a small club to-
ward dummy. He care-
fully inserted the C9!! 

 
When this held, he was able to 
trump a diamond in his hand, draw 
the last trump and claim. 
 
He set up his heart jack and based 
on the bidding and distribution, he 
guessed the club position cor-
rectly.  
 
From the play to that point, Kre-
korian knew North held 5 spades, 
exactly 3 hearts, and 3 diamonds. 
Based on North’s opening bid, he 
must also hold the DK leaving him 
with a known singleton club. 
 
Well done, Jim! 
 
In the Hamman/Lusky match, when declarer led the H9 off dummy, Peter Weichsel made the expert play of covering 
with the HK. Jeff Roman won the HA and immediately tackled clubs by playing the CA and a club to the king for down 
one! 
 
Great play, Peter! 
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Look at the Frequency Chart!! North/South can take 9 tricks in EVERY STRAIN from clubs to NT! Never seen that before! 

 

And interestingly, none of the pairs in the Women’s where this occurred, contracted for the 9 trick No-Trump game!! 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Ljudmila Kamenova (foreground) and 
Pam Wittes outside the Break Room 

following the Women’s Captain’s 
meeting on Friday night 
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Bidding grand 
slams is an art, 
and grands are 
frequently 
missed. 
 

On Board 41 in 
the Women’s, 
three pairs bid 
a grand: two in 
spades and 
one in NT. 
 

The NT slam is 
inferior to the 
spade slam. It 
requires either 
clubs to break 
or a miracle 
holding in dia-
monds: JTx. 
 

 

In spades, declarer has 12 top winners and 
needs to ruff a heart in dummy for the thir-
teenth trick. 

 

Both Kolesnik/Cole and Onsgard/Simpson 
had straightforward auctions starting with 
2C to reach the making grand.  Well bid, La-
dies! 

 

 

Speaking of Grand Slams, this question came 
up on Jeopardy Masters earlier this week. 
Our own Jeopardy James answered it cor-
rectly!! And he was VERY enthusiastic on the 
show at the time!  

On an earlier episode of Jeopardy Masters, 
in case anyone in the bridge world missed it, 
James gave a nice shout out to Kerri 
Sanborn, David Berkowitz and Ralph Katz for 
mentoring him. 

 

2D=waiting 

6H= “I think 2 
kings” 
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1. Marc Jacobus - Eddie Wold Lall 1.01 60.71 60 

2. David Berkowitz - Larry Cohen Wolfson 0.82 57.67 70 

3. Peter Weichsel - Bob Hamman Hamman 0.77 45.57 59 

4. Mike Becker - Bobby Levin Wolfson 0.68 34.14 50 

5. Pratap Rajadhyaksha - Venkatrao Koneru Goodman 0.67 40.43 60 

6. John Schermer - Neil Chambers Hamman 0.53 26.38 50 

7. Neil Silverman - Mark Itabashi Lewis 0.51 25.38 50 

8. Ross Grabel - Mitch Dunitz Hamman 0.41 20.43 50 

9. John Lusky - Allan Falk Lusky 0.38 23.10 60 

10. Drew Casen - Jim Krekorian Goodman 0.32 19.19 60 

11. Ken Kranyak - Phil Becker Cappelli 0.29 14.29 50 

12. Doug Doub - Adam Wildavsky Lewis 0.17 10.05 60 

13. Jeff Wolfson - Steve Garner Wolfson 0.11 4.33 40 

14. Paul Lewis - Linda Lewis Lewis 0.06 3.14 50 

15. Jim Foster - Mark Jones Lusky -0.03 -1.00 40 

16. Dennis Clerkin - Jerry Clerkin Beatty -0.07 -5.62 80 

17. Jeff Roman - Robbie Hopkins Lusky -0.16 -9.52 60 

18. Jeff Aker - Steve Beatty Beatty -0.17 -6.86 40 

19. Bob Cappelli - Bob Bitterman Cappelli -0.37 -21.95 60 

20. Fred Stewart - Steve Beatty Beatty -0.42 -16.86 40 

21. Hemant Lall - Reese Milner Lall -0.51 -20.43 40 

22. Bart Bramley - Kit Woolsey Lall -0.55 -32.71 60 

23. Andy Goodman - Mike Passell Goodman -0.75 -30.14 40 

24. Lance Kerr - Tom Reynolds Reynolds -0.77 -38.38 50 

25. Craig Gardner - George Jacobs Reynolds -0.94 -56.33 60 

26. Bill Hall - Joe Viola Reynolds -0.98 -49.00 50 

27. Mark Aquino - Pat McDevitt Cappelli -1.96 -96.00 49 

 

1. Connie Goldberg - Lisa Berkowitz Wittes  1.26 37.67 30 

2. Emma Kolesnik - Irina Levitina Cole  1.07 16.00 15 

3. Giorgia Botta - Anam Tebha Cole  0.87 52.00 60 

4. Joanne Weingold - Allison Cappelletti Cappelletti  0.76 45.67 60 

5. Margie Cole - Emma Kolesnik Cole  0.29 4.33 15 

6. Gigi Simpson - Kristen Onsgard Cappelletti  0.01 0.67 60 

7. Irina Levitina - Margie Cole Cole  -0.09 -2.67 30 

8. Janice Molson - Disa Eythorsdottir Baker  -0.24 -10.67 45 

9. Rozanne Pollack - Cheri Bjerkan Wittes  -0.61 -27.67 45 

10. Jill Meyers - Kerri Sanborn Baker  -0.74 -33.33 45 

11. Karen McCallum - Lynn Baker Baker  -0.86 -25.67 30 

12. Ljudmila Kamenova - Pam Wittes Wittes  -1.25 -56.33 45 
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Hallo Colonials: 

 

The Senior Trials continue just as Limey Jack predicted. You should have cashed the decent checque from the punter.  

 

In USA1: 

 

Wolfson-Goodman: Wolfson is like a runaway lorry. Goodman will not even be a roundabout.  

Hamman-Lewis: Zia tells Limey Jack that Hamman is slowing down considerably, but that he has enough petrol left in 
the tank to jettison Lewis.  

 

USA2: 

 

Beatty-Lusky: Bit of a yawner, what? Neither team has adequate resource to go all the way, but Lusky goes there first.  

Lall-Cappelli: Cappelli just escaped their fate, but lightning will not strike twice. Howie Dung will predict it back’ards, 
the same way he puts on his trousers.  

 

Limey Jack will be back 2 days hence with more Seniors, as well as the Fillies.  

 

Ta 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ChromeBooks or tablets 
Solve our need 

To remind our Seniors 
Who is on lead! 

 
Can’t play out of turn, 
Can’t lead by mistake, 
The Seniors need only  
Be sure they’re awake! 

 
Wolfson v Goodman: 
See Jeff and his crew 

Make mincemeat of Andy 
And Pratap and Drew! 

Hamman v Lewis: 
Who will I pitch? 
Hamman survives 

With Ross and with Mitch! 
 

Beatty v Lusky? 
Tough match to choose. 

Either could win 
Or either could lose. 

 
Cappelli withdraws. 
Lall wins by a gross. 

Nothing will ever 
Make this match close! 

 
I remain… Howie Doing!! 
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At the tables where 
South showed a 
single suited hand 
in spades over a 15-
17 NT opener, they 
always became de-
clarer in 3 or 4 
spades. 

 

Every pair who bid 
took the expected 
10 tricks. 

 

In Hamman/Lusky, 
this could have 
been a significant 
swing had one or 
the other table bid 
to 4S. 

 

As it was, and as we 
see so often, BOTH 
TABLES in the SAME 
match avoided the 
game turning the 
Board to a push! 

 

Kind of like being in the right place at the right time! 

 

 

Just a heads up before Marrakech… the WBF Rules and Regulations Committee chaired by Adam 
Wildavsky is looking into some “general” changes in policy (such things as small children and ani-
mals in the playing area). We will keep you informed once the changes are proposed. Many will 
not impact the World Championships this August but best to be aware! 


